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QUESTION 1

An application developer is creating a business process template and needs to ensure that certain pieces of data that
are included within a structured data type will be persisted in the repository after the workflow completes. To which
location should the structured data type data be mapped? 

A. process parameters 

B. process variables 

C. attributes of a package 

D. no mapping is required 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A process dashboard contains four dashlets called A, B, C, and D. Managers should be allowed to view all four
dashlets, but task processors should only be allowed to view dashlets A and C. 

How can a dashboard designer satisfy this requirement? 

A. Set the permissions on each dashlet to grant access to the appropriate users. 

B. Add a new dashlet to the dashboard and configure dashlets A and C as drill-down targets of this new dashlet. 

C. Configure a mandatory filter for the dashboard that displays dashlet information based on user profile. 

D. Create a second dashboard that contains only dashlets A and C and provide appropriate role-based access to each
dashboard. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When using Forms Builder, an application developer has two form templates sharing the same data model. 

What type of change on one of the templates will invalidate the shared template? 

A. renaming the form template 

B. modifying the storage mapping 

C. renaming a data item 

D. renaming a UI control 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A TaskSpace application uses a custom folder type to store information about a case and must display case information
as users navigate subfolders. 

What is the EMC recommended approach for satisfying this requirement? 

A. Create a folder information template for the custom folder type and use it in a TaskSpace folder tab. 

B. Add a folder content view control in an electronic form template and map the folder type to it in the TaskSpace
configuration. 

C. Create a custom WDK component and configure a TaskSpace generic tab to display the WDK component. 

D. Extend the TaskSpace folder tab container, then add a custom WDK component in the container to show the custom
folder information. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In an xCP application, every queue processor is given one of two skills. A document review process has a package that
has an attribute required_skill that is always set to one of those skills. 

What is the EMC best practice to ensure queue processors only receive tasks that match their skill? 

A. Create an ACL for each skill and add the appropriate users to each, then use a Process Data Mapper activity to map
required_skill to the acl_name of the workitem. 

B. Create the skills on the queue\\'s work queue policy, and then use an activity template to map required_skill to the
queue assigned as the next activity\\'s performer. 

C. Assign the queue as the performer of the manual activity, then use the data mapper tool to associate required_skill to
the skill on the activity. 

D. Assign the queue as the performer of the manual activity and create an alias set for each skill, then store
required_skill as the workflow alias and use the data mapper tool to assign the skill to the activity. 

Correct Answer: C 
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